GSA General Council
Meeting Agenda
December 10, 2017
7:00pm at Graduate Student Lounge

I. Call to Order

II. Report by TA/GA Union, Lauren Frazee

III. Presentation on Procedures and Deadlines for Spring Funding

IV. Discussion of Resolution for Reduction of Constitutional Limitations on GSO Funding, Ashley Bernstein with feedback from GSA Financial Affairs Committee

V. Presentation of Resolution to Eliminate Constitutional Ambiguities and Update the Constitution to Reflect Current GSA Practices, Nathaniel Flores
   a) Procedural Vote to Add to January Agenda

VI. Presentation of Resolution to Expand the Flexibility of Constitutional Roles of Appointed Officers, Nathaniel Flores
   b) Procedural Vote to Add to January Agenda

VII. Presentation by Candidate for Vice President of External Affairs Ethan Fuhrman

VIII. Open Discussion on Tax Reform

IX. Determination of Times for Spring Meetings

X. GSA Announcements

XI. GSO Announcements

XII. Any Other Business

XIII. Adjournment